EXTRACT OF THE CALL FOR APPLICATIONS FOR GE4 MOBILITY

(ACADEMIC YEAR 2019-20 – SPRING TERM)

Number of places available: 2 with scholarship

Scholarship amount

Eligible candidates: Students of the master’s degree courses in Engineering of the following Departments: Civil, Environmental and Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Engineering, Information Engineering and Computer Science – only Information and Communications Engineering; students in the 4th and 5th year of the master’s degree in Architecture and Building Engineering. UniTrento students enrolled in single courses provided they are 1st cycle graduates who will be enrolled in one of the Master’s courses mentioned above by the time of departure.

NB: mobility must be concluded within the first year “fuori corso”, i.e. beyond the normal duration of the master degree

Scope of mobility: students can attend courses and take exams for a period of one semester

Deadline for the applications: 24th July 2019, at noon.

Destinations: see list on the website (http://international.unitn.it/outgoing/open-selection-calls)

APPLICATION PROCEDURE

Applications are to be made through the online application tool and must be saved and closed no later than 24 July 2019, at 12:00 noon. We recommend you to finalize the application a few days before the deadline. For any technical problems or doubts, please refer to the International Mobility Office of the Science and Technology Area (mobility-st@unitn.it)

We recommend you indicate 3 destinations.

Please attach to each application the following documents:

a) A motivation letter (in Italian or English and in the language used at the host institution);

b) a certificate of language knowledge (according to the type and level requested by the partner institution); candidates are invited to check this requirement on the partner university's website;

c) a reference letter from an academic advisor of the University of Trento;

d) the student application form available in Word format at http://international.unitn.it/outgoing/open-selection-calls;

e) the program of studies form (part of the student application form): please attach the list of courses in your UniTrento study plan that you want to attend abroad and the corresponding syllabi;

f) a proposed study plan for each destination (maximum 3);

g) only for candidates who do not have at least 20 ECTS recorded in the Esse3 system within the deadline for application to the present call: a certification of the bachelor’s degree including the final mark or the GPA if the final mark is not available;
h) Any further qualifications (if relevant).

Candidates who have already been assigned a mobility scholarship for the same period are not eligible to apply.

SELECTIONS

Provided that the application is complete and duly closed, you will be admitted to the interview with an Academic Committee who will evaluate each candidate according to the following criteria:

- GPA (media ponderata) for candidates who have earned and recorded in Esse3 at least 20 ECTS at UniTrento within the deadline for application to the present call; in case of candidates who do not have at least 20 ECTS, the graduation grade of the latest degree achieved (if available) or the GPA of the previous degree will be considered (maximum 30 points).

- Interview (maximum 35 points);

- Study programme (maximum 35 points);

Each applicant will be given a mark. The threshold for eligibility is 75/100.

The oral interview will take place on 3rd September at 2.00 pm at the international office located at the Department of Civil, Environmental and Mechanical Engineering (first floor) in Via Mesiano, 77 (Trento). The list of candidates admitted to the oral interview and any changes to the calendar will be published on the website at least two days before the interview: http://international.unitn.it/outgoing/open-selection-calls. Candidates admitted to the oral interview will not be notified by email.

The outcome of the selection will be published on the website within 5 days from the oral interview. Candidates admitted to the programme will also receive a notification by email and they will have to provide an acceptance letter within two days from this notification.

The final decision on admission of the selected candidates is however taken by the hosting Universities.

STUDY GRANT

Acceptance or refusal of the scholarship has to be communicated to the University of Trento within 2 days from the notification. The grant amount is: 2,500 Euro gross for one semester study.

Payment will be done within two months from the start of the mobility.

Upon return, students must produce an academic transcript of the examinations taken abroad to the International Mobility Office of UniTrento.

The grant-holder interrupting the stay without serious reasons might be asked to return the money already received.

The grant is meant to be only a contribution to the mobility costs. We recommend to check the costs of living and the economic guarantees needed by the destination university (also for visa purposes).

CONTACTS

International Mobility Office
Science and Technology Area
University of Trento
PLEASE NOTE

Students participating in the GE4 programme must remain enrolled at the University of Trento for the whole duration of the programme.

For more information, please refer to the office above.